2013 dodge 1500 for sale

Subscribe to receive new listings for this search right in your inbox. Setup to tow your sleds,
quads, camper, or any other toys you want to throw its way. Beautiful truck! Sport; crew cab;
premium audio; Leather; Push-button start; remote start; lots of extras! Super clean truck! Fully
loaded! Hard to find and hard to replace truck! This truck is mint. New tires. No accidents, 1
owner. New engine just put in, have receipt from fountain tire. Proffesionally done. Engine km.
Truck itself is k. Boite de 6 pieds. Mags en aluminium. Svp bien regarder l Exterior is in great
shape Beautiful mint condition Dodge Ram for sale. All highway miles, truck comes with
inspection fully detailed. Needs nothing, call me to book a time to come see it. Reach millions of
car shoppers locally and nationally for free. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and
calculated that this vehicle is priced lower than the average making it a Great Price. We
analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced a bit lower than
the average making it a Good Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated
that this vehicle is priced slightly higher than average making it a Fair Price. This vehicle may
be certified, include additional options, warranties making it Above Average Price. Contact
seller for details. Certified Pre-Owned. Live Chat 0. Virtual Appraisal 0. Home Test Drive 0.
Online Reservation 0. Buy Online 0. Delivery 1. SLT 1. Please enter a number between 0 and 10,,
Must be greater than Min Price. Payment range. Please enter a number between 0 and 1,, Min
payment is required. Must be greater than Min Payment. Max payment is required. Payment
frequency. Credit rating. Truck 8. Brown 1. Burgundy 1. Gold 1. Unspecified 4. White 1. Must be
greater than Min Kilometres. Four Wheel Drive 1. Gasoline 1. Unknown 1. Automatic 7. With
Photos. With Price. NEW Save Search. Get price alerts and new listings for this search right in
your inbox! Your email address Email Subscribe. By clicking 'Subscribe', you consent to
receiving emails from Trader Corporation. You also agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of
Use. Turn off. Filter Results 8. Click here to try again. Priority Listings. All Listings. Mileage , km.
Monthly Bi-weekly Weekly. Contactless Services New. Mileage 82, km. List your car here! List
your car for free. Browse listings by city Barrie. Richmond Hill. View more. Click on the
bi-weekly payment amount estimate to see Financing details. All new vehicles offered for sale
are being offered by registered motor vehicle dealers. View a list of all dealers and dealer
telephone numbers. Disclaimer Information: Please confirm with seller accuracy of information.
Mileage recorded at time of listing. Taxes and license are not included in listing price. Subscribe
for the latest car reviews, listings, products and more right in your inbox. Your email address
Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy.
Subscription complete! Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe.
Dealer was great to work with. Good deals on their vehicles and fair on trades. Would buy there
again. Great buying experience! From the moment we walked through the door and were
greeted by Dave, we felt respected, heard and valued. The dealer in Vito is very entairtain to
customer cause I going there direct n everybody is very helpful I see in eyes how they treat me
I'm very proud to everybody I'm honest person they want to help everybody even though I think
the old guy maybe he is the manager they are very friendly people that's all I can say Cause if
my experience inside the Vito's car dealer at gambell street. It was fast cuz' the car was sold If
you can kindly send me an e-mail as soon as you get a simillar offer I sure will be thankfull.
Amazing experience! Abe was helpful from the time I first reached out until the completion of
the sale. Things are quite crazy with the pandemic going on, but he was extremely helpful and
we are extremely happy with our purchase! No pressure. Fantastic dealership! Easy to work
with, no pressure environment, and friendly staff. They contacted me. However, the car is too
small for me and the seats are too narrow! Thank you! The dealer was very helpful in assisting
me find the vehicle that meets my needs. Would definitely do business in the near future as my
wife is looking for a new vehicle as well. Thank you Unique. The service I received was
excellent. The dealer was friendly and quick to respond. The car was in perfect condition.
Overall, I had a great experience. While the vehicle wasn't exactly what I was looking for, the
dealer was extremely responsive, answered all my questions in a very timely manner. Excellent
communicator! They are the best people to work with. I live out of state and purchasing this
vehicle from them was so easy to work with. Total waste of time, the internet manager lied to us
and the "sales manager" that helped us said the price was 21, Then when we said it was higher
he acted like it was because of our trade value. The fact is the trade value was already on the
paper and he did not know we had already been quoted a sale price. A bunch of run around just
to get us in the door then he tried to get us to buy a new Buick. I had a great experience with
this dealership. Their Internet team connected me with Ulises who answered a lot of my
questions about the car. He even went as far as sending me videos of the car. I made the trip to
their dealer and Ulises and Danny were able to get me approved for the car. Kind of
disappointing at the beginning because the truck I was going in for was being sold when I got
there. Very professional company. They have good quality cars for good prices. They work with

you to ensure you leave with the car you want and have wonderful customer service. Also
Miguel did a wonderful job and has great customer service. The dealer called me and was very
rude over the phone. Poor salesman. I feel bad for him. He was wanting me to buy the truck
without any questions or negotiations. Yelling at me saying I was wasting his time. The dealer
there seems to be pissed off all the time, He doesn't let you take the trucks to a mechanic so
what ever you buy your taking a risk. I was looking for a specific car but test drove a similar one
here. I was so impressed by their honesty and transparency about the work done on the car.
Speaking of the work, they really take pride in making the car feel brand new. If it wasn't for me
finding the model I was looking for, I would have gone back and gotten the one I drove because
I would have felt confident I was getting a good, dependable car. I talked with many dealers, and
these guys were by far the most helpful and accommodating. I would shop with them again. The
sales staff are very helpful and will get questions answered. I am very happy with my choice to
do business with Bill Dodge. Clair and Liam are great to work with. These guys went above and
beyond my expectations. There was no pressure, I got a better deal than was offered anywhere
else. While it might not be totally obvious, the Ram has indeed gone under the knife for Like
other full-size pickups, the Ram is offered in a wide variety of trim levels with a few engine
options, rear- and four-wheel-drive capability, short and long beds, and Regular, Quad and Crew
Cab body styles. The Tradesman is followed by the Ram Express, which adds a 5. An SLT
variant contributes a power-sliding rear window, while the Ram Big Horn serves as host to a
volt auxiliary outlet, leather-wrapped steering wheel with integrated audio controls, upgraded
UConnect and Bluetooth connectivity with a text-message reader. At the top of the lineup is the
Laramie, offering amenities such as dual-zone climate control and a rear-view camera, and a
Laramie Longhorn that includes heated front and rear seats, navigation system, HD radio, wood
trim and rear parking sensors. My test truck, a Ram Sport Crew Cab 4x4, slots in just below the
Laramie brothers and featured standard LED running and brake lights, inch polished alloy
wheels and unique headlights. On top of that, the truck was stuffed with options, among which
were leather upholstery, push-button and remote start systems, upgraded audio, a recontoured
hood with scoops, running boards, an air suspension and more. For maximum efficiency,
buyers will want to consider the available 3. This engine offers a respectable hp and lb-ft of
torque with an EPA rating of up to 25 mpg on the highway. If, on the other hand, you prefer
performance and raw grunt to class-leading fuel economy, the 5. This was the engine in my test
truck, and despite averaging That said, any engine or road noise was knocked down several
decibels before entering the cabin, which made for surprisingly quiet travel. That stout
powertrain works in cooperation with a new chassis built around a stronger frame. The brakes,
thankfully, never wavered in slowing a considerable amount of mass from sometimes
law-bending speeds, and the air suspension provided a comfortable, controlled ride. New for ,
this system uses steering-wheel-mounted controls to select one of 5 programmed settings:
Normal; Park lowers the truck for easy access to the cab and bed ; Aero automatically activates
at speed to maximize fuel economy ; Off-Road 1 raises truck about 1 inch above Normal ; and
Off-Road 2 raises truck about 2 inches above Normal. Operation is straightforward and intuitive.
Thanks in large part to that trick new suspension, along with a bit of help coming from side
running boards and sturdy grab handles on the interior A and B pillars, getting into the
4-wheel-drive Ram Sport Crew Cab test truck was a cinch. Once inside, I took notice of padded
door and dash surfaces, a tilting leather-wrapped steering wheel no telescoping adjustment ,
large and well-marked primary controls with attractive chrome accents, quality leather
upholstery with contrast stitching, and a 7-inch reconfigurable LCD display in the gauge cluster.
Ram set out to develop a premium interior, a goal that has clearly been achieved. Exclusive to
the Ram is the appropriately named Rambox, which consists of large storage bins integrated
into the rear fenders. This extra covered and secure cargo capacity is advantageous, but the
design causes the inside of the bed to be narrowed. Wide and offering multiple adjustments, the
heated and cooled front seats were more inviting than any chair I have at home, the heated
steering wheel was greatly appreciated on some cold New England days, and the power foot
pedals allowed me to find a suitable driving position. The broad and soft upper door panels
were ideal for resting a forearm, as was the expansive center armrest. Out back, the bench seat
is set at a comfortable recline angle, and passenger space is generous. With its upgraded
powertrains and air suspension, the Ram hardly suffers from a shortage of new technology, a
point further evidenced by the abundance of features found inside the truck. One of the most
significant players is the upgraded UConnect system with an 8. UConnect is also available with
an integrated navigation system with 3D map graphics and a UConnect Access feature that
uses the Sprint data network to turn the Ram into a Wi-Fi hotspot. According to the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration NHTSA , the inside of the Ram is indeed a safe place to
be; when subjected to NHTSA crash tests, the truck earned 4 stars out of a possible 5 overall, 4

stars for front-impact protection, and 5 stars for side-impact protection. A side-impact rating
has not been announced. Contributing to the Ram safety effort are 6 airbags, 4-wheel antilock
disc brakes, trailer-sway control and an electronic stability control system that bundles brake
and hill-start assist features, ready alert braking and what Ram calls rainy day braking slight
contact between the pad and rotor removes moisture to improve stopping capability in wet
conditions. The Ram offers the benefits of the lowest starting price, the most efficient available
powertrain, and, since its 4. With roadside assistance and a powertrain warranty spanning 5
years or , miles, the Ram matches Chevy and beats Ford and Toyota. Chances are, that level of
capability is plenty for the majority of light-duty pickup owners. However, they are not
best-in-class. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized RAM Dealer.
Request Information. Private Seller: Obed. Alpharetta, GA Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Image
Not Available. Wide and offering multiple adjustments, the heated and cooled front seats were
more inviting than any chair I have at home Why Use CarGurus? Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Dealer was great to work with. Good deals on their
vehicles and fair on trades. Would buy there again. Great buying experience! From the moment
we walked through the door and were greeted by Dave, we felt respected, heard and valued. It
was fast cuz' the car was sold If you can kindly send me an e-mail as soon as you get a simillar
offer I sure will be thankfull. Said they sold the car but saw it in their secondary lot. The car in
poor condition and would not start. Great communication! Conducted the entire deal remotely.
They are very responsive and provided me with every detail of the vehicle. Johnny and Ron are
great to work with! Amazing experience! Abe was helpful from the time I first reached out until
the completion of the sale. Things are quite crazy with the pandemic going on, but he was
extremely helpful and we are extremely happy with our purchase! No pressure. Dealership
responded with my request for pictures of the truck. They had camo seat covers that I didn't
like, I asked about the condition of the seats but never heard back from then. I had a great
experience. Anybody that has shopped for a heavy duty truck knows that it has been tough, but
Cody and his team made the experience awesome and got me a deal on a truck that no other
dealers could touch. Autoquote for listing was not the same truck. My salesman was very
knowledgeable of the vehicle that I was there to drive and purchased. Great experience!!
Salesman I had was very good and professional. The finance team attempted to tell me I could
not purchase a car with a credit card which is total BS but we persevered and made the
purchase as intended. As with any auto purchase prepare at home and understand your budget
before speaking with any auto dealer. Awesome experience. Very professional and responsive.
One of the best dealers I have ever worked with. Purchased vehicle from them. This was the
nicest car buying experience I have ever had and far better than I thought was ever possible.
Jason Lyczak was a wonderful salesperson to deal with. Nelson Nissan in BA. Great dealership.
The cars sell themselves. I worked with Randy and he was perfect. I got the car I wanted and
there were no hassles or issues. Would highly recommend. They where very nice to me. I would
love to buy a car from them if they will go down on the price. After looking for months I
ultimately purchased a vehicle from this dealer. Very helpful. Very pleasant people to deal with. I
would definitely buy from this dealership again. The dealership responded immediately and in a
professional manner. They were very accommodating and allowed us to easily schedule and
view the vehicle we were interested in, in a manner we were comfortable with. We ultimately
purchased the vehicle from this dealer. Walts was amazing. I called this establishment to inquire
about a vehicle. The sales rep was very helpful in telling what my options were in reference to
the purchase of this vehicle. I have to straighten out my credit, in order to secure a reasonable
APR or purchase the vehicle via of cash option , which would significantly refuse the price of
the vehicle. Candace returned message, promptly Did her job. But the fellow who took the info
from her never replied Won't bother them again. Didn't seem to interested i guess. Whisler has
always been one of the nicest dealships to do business with. They make everything clean and
easy with no hassles. Shop here with confidence!!! We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell

your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Authorized RAM Dealer. The RAM is by far the best looking Truck on the market today. All of the
reviews I read on them by their owners were positive. This was a great experience! If I had to
special order a truck, this was the one I would order!! I looked on car gurus because a local
dealer said they would not be able to help me. By looking on the app I found the exact truck I
wanted for a great price!! Highly recommend! This truck has all the bells and whistles you could
want. The only thing I Read more. This is how a truck should be. A few good amenities and also
a good work truck, that your not afraid to get it dirty. Price a little high, like to see it around With
about 60 thousand miles, would be a good buy. Why Use CarGurus? A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. Increase the search radius for more results. Based on the radius, a new
location list is generated for you to choose from. Get an alert with the newest ads for " dodge
ram " in Alberta. MSRP generally excludes freight, applicable fees and taxes. MSRP has been
provided for illustrative and general information purposes only. Dealers may sell for less;
contact dealer for details. All rights reserved. Price to. Use Distance Search to find Ads based
on where you are and how far you want to travel. Update Cancel. Sign Up. Kijiji Alerts. Sort by
Posted: oldest first Posted: newest first Price: lowest first Price: highest first. Notify me when
new ads are posted. Your ad deserves to be on top. Learn more about our Top Ad feature. Very
clean, well maintained and documented, beautiful comfortable heated seats in the front and
back, heated steering wheel, navigation, back up camera with sensors, power everything, Alpine
sound Automatic , km. The Name Says It All. Automatic , km Financing. Please Contact. Contact
us for more details. Office: Powered by our award-winning 5. Tower Dodge, Dream it Drive it!
Stock B Courtesy Chrysler has made Calgary's original Auto Mall its home since and have been
providing the same great customer service for over 50 years! We buy all makes and models new
or Very clean, well maintained and documented, beautiful comfortable heated seats in the front
and back, heated steering wheel, navigation, back up camera with sensors, power everything,
Alpine sound system with subwoofer, sun roof, sliding back window, adjustable air ride,
bluetooth, heated mirrors, adjustable pedals, command start, box liner and cover, 2 sets of rims
and rubber with good tires studded winter on steel with caps and all terrain on chrome , never
smoked in or abused, decent Fold Back 2. Free Local Install Available! Tailgate can easily be
opened and closed with. Edmonton Yesterday. This Ram is fresh on our lot in Edmonton. This
Quad Cab 4X4 pickup with a 6'4" box has kms. It's bright white in colour. It has an automatic
transmission and is powered by a HP 5. Plus applicable taxes - and finance charges if
applicable. Payments shown are an approximation and for display only. Westside pickup near
Safeway. Will delete this ad when sold. Lots of excellent parts on this truck! Plz view our other
Ads. Plz call Deck trucks,Cargo vans ,Passenger vans,Service Dodge In excellent condition.

Kept inside. No rock chips, no damage. For Sale are: transmission and transfer case from
Dodge Ram with 3. This has been a good truck for me. I am selling because i want to upgrade.
The engine light is on. Dodge says it is the EGR valve and it will need to be replaced. I am away
working and wont have time to get it fixed. Truck still runs great. Recent work Water pump
replaced around km New Rad last fall New starter in November Both front wheel bearings
replaced in December and the truck has been parked since because i Ram grill. Will fit from to
current. In near perfect condition I just changed it out for a different style. Call or text Please
contact for pricing and delivery options. No worries! We can still offer rates as low as 4. Text or
Call for more information. Call or Text Today For More Dodge Ram,Jeep Overlander air
suspension to spring conversion. Tired to spend thousands to fix air suspension on your
Dodge Ram or Jeep Grand Cherokee? Also we will reprogram your Dodge or Jeep so you will
not see any
series wiring diagrams
98 vw jetta
e39 wheel bearing
messages on your dash or check engine light. It almost a corner of 17 St. Comes completely
assembled. Scuff Resistant Reinforcement to prevent vinyl peeling off Clamping system for
securing. UCash in hand deal. If you got a clean Ram with low km on the body with blown
motors or lifter failures. Simple easy sale Ram dodge sport Laramie longhorn crew cab quad
cab hemi v8 5. Let Us Install this 4" Lift Kit at nearly no additional cost if you were to buy this at
full retail. Located in Taber, Just a short Drive from Lethbridge. Not recommended for AWD
models. Will not fit adjustable air suspension equipped models TRX models require removal of
the lower skid plate but it Bed Covers, Box Covers. Lowest Prices Guaranteed!!!! Selling my
dodge has bin a really great truck needs nothing. Has the reliable 4. Great little truck. Located
outside crossfield Automatic , km. Will upload more pictures later. Never had any problems. Not
in a rush to sell. Visit us and test drive today. Recently Added:.

